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Ford Transit Connect Taxi Approved for Streets of
Philadelphia; Orders Up in Places Like St. Louis and Orlando

. Philadelphia Parking Authority approves Ford Transit Connect Taxi for use in
nation's fifth-largest metropolitan area

. Philadelphia joins Boston and Chicago on growing list of major U.S. cities to approve
the Transit Connect Taxi

o Orders increasing from other areas around the country including Orlando, Fla. and
St. Louis

DEARBORN, Mich., April 27,2011 - The number of Ford Transit Connect Taxis is growing in
markets across the country this year as cab companies continue to place orders and major
cities approve it for use.

Philadelphia has now joined Boston and Chicago on the growing list of U.S. cities to approve
the Transit Connect for use as a taxi on city streets. Approval means the Transit Connect Taxi
meets specific requirements for each municipality, including dimensions for passenger and
cargo space, and taxicab company owners can include the vehicle in their fleets.

At the same time, orders for the Transit Connect Taxi continue to increase where taxicabs don't
need special approval for use. Recent orders have been received from Transtar Transportation
Group of Orlando, Fla. and St. Louis American Cab of St. Louis.

"lf you combine the passenger and cargo space with the nimble handling, short turning radius
and excellent fuel economy, I think the Transit Connect Taxi is the perfect vehicle for our fleet,"
said Fred Sweets, owner of St. Louis American Cab.

Transit Connect gets some love from Philly
Philadelphia, the fifth-largest metropolitan area in the United States, regulates the types of
vehicles that can be used as taxicabs in its streets. To be approved for taxi use, a vehicle must
meet basic size requirements for headroom, legroom and cargo space.

"The Ford Transit Connect Taxi has many great features of interest to the riding public," said
James Ney, director, Taxicab & Limousine Division, Philadelphia Parking Authority. "lts
abbreviated footprint makes it perfect for use on our narrow, congested streets here in
Philadelphia."

Taxi vehicles in Philadelphia must carry city-issued medallions. There are 1,600 medallions in
the city and Butch Gosline wants to see as many of those medallions as possible on Transit
Connect Taxis.
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Gosline is Ford commercial business manager for the Philadelphia and Washington, D.C.
.,.-, regions. He said Philadelphia's approval of the Transit Connect Taxi presents new opportunities

for the local market.

'Without the Philadelphia Parking Authority's approval, we would not be able to go out and
market the vehicle in this specific region,' said Gosline. "Now we can go out and demonstrate
the Transit Connec{ Taxi's superior fuel economy and driving dynamics along with more
passenger and carsto space.'

Ney said that the roominess of the Transit Connect Taxi will afford passengers more comfort
and room for luggage'than most models in use for taxicab service today."

The open architecture ofthe Transit Connect Taxi provides excellent interior headroom and
passenger visibility and, with 6.5 inches of ground clearance, passengers step easily through
the sliding doors.

Ordets increasing around the country
The amount of space in the Transit Connect Taxi is winning over taxicab company owners such
as Sweets, of St. Louis American Cab. He took delivery of his first Transit Connect Taxi two
weeks ago.

Sweets said he was immediately intrigued by the shape and size of the Transit Connect when
he first saw it being driven as a delivery van. He conducted his own research by asking users of
the standard Transit Connect, such as flower delivery businesses, about their experiences with
the small commercial van.

"l asked them how they liked it, what their mileage was and how it was holding up," said Sweets.'l got nothing but praise for the vehicle. I knew then that I had to add it to our fleet."

Sweets said the powertrain of the Transit Connect Taxi also appeals to his needs as a taxicab
company owner because it delivers better fuel economy, offering significant fuel cost savings.

With its standard 2.0Jiter four-cylinder gas engine and automatic transmission, the
conventionally powered Transit Connect is expected to deliver an estimated 30 percent
improvement in fuel economy versus many of today's traditional taxis.

With a number of compressed natural gas stations planned for the St. Louis area, Sweets said
he also is interested in the CNG vercion of the Transit Connect Taxi.

Ford offers engine prep packages that allow conversions to CNG and liquefied propane gas
(LPG). Sweets said he expects to order a CNG version soon.

Both CNG and LPG lower taxi fleets' operating costs and are better for the environment.
According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, CNG is less expensive and burns
cleaner than gasoline, resulting in 30 to 40 percent less greenhouse gas emissions. Propane
also burns cleaner than gasoline.

"As we developed the Transit Connect Taxi we conducted market research with the taxi industry
to understand what customers wanted in a future vehicle," said Gerald Koss, marketing
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manager for Ford fleet operations. "We are pleased that Transit Connect Taxi is delivering on
their needs and being accepted by customers across the country."

###

About Ford Motor Company
Ford Motor Company, a global automotive industry leader based in Dearborn, Mich., manufactures or
distributes automobiles across six continenfs. With about 166,000 employees and about 70 plants
worldwide, the company's automotive brands include Ford and Lincoln. The company provides financial
services through Ford Motor Credit Company. For more information regarding Ford's products, please
visit www.ford.com.
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